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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present disclosure provides a method of electronically 
eXchanging tickets for an event in a Secondary market from 
ticket buyers located at remote terminals. The method com 
prises associating the tickets with authentication data of the 
ticket Seller, receiving from ticket Sellers electronic asks 
comprising an ask quantity and an ask price, receiving from 
a ticket buyer an electronic bid comprising a bid quantity 
and a bid price, comparing the bid to the asks, competing a 
transfer of the tickets when the bid price equals the ask price 
and the ask quantity is equal to or greater than the bid 
quantity, and reasSociating the tickets with authentication 
data of the ticket buyer. Also disclosed is a System for 
performing the method. 
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ELECTRONIC TICKETING SYSTEMAND 
METHOD 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present application is a continuation applica 
tion and claims the benefit of U.S. patent application: 
“Electronic Ticketing System And Method,” Ser. No. 
09/590,455, filed Jun. 9, 2000, and is herein incorporated by 
reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The present invention relates to a system and 
method for real-time sales and distribution of tickets. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0.003 Paper tickets are widely used to grant access to 
patrons to Sporting and general entertainment events. The 
ticket is a contract which grants the holder the right to attend 
the event and, normally, to sit in a particular Seat. By 
transferring possession of the physical ticket, a ticket holder 
has transferred the right to attend the event. 
0004. However, many problems are associated with the 
transfer of paper tickets. In order to issue the ticket, the event 
promoter must organize the delivery of thousands of tickets. 
Additionally, if a purchaser wishes to transfer the ticket to a 
Subsequent purchaser, the buyer and Seller must be geo 
graphically proximate to physically transfer the ticket. With 
the advent of the Internet, buyers and seller have been able 
to locate each other in order to transfer tickets. However, the 
paper ticket Still Stands as an impediment to the efficient 
transfer of the right to attend an event because the Seller 
must ship the ticket to the Seller. By Shipping the ticker the 
buyer and Seller incur additional costs and require a greater 
lead time to allow the transfer to occur before the event. 
Each party must also have enough trust that the other party 
will deliver as agreed. Frequently, because of the impedi 
ments of Sale, tickets are not widely transferred by geo 
graphically remote buyers and Sellers. 
0005 Another type of impediment stands in the way of 
the efficient transfer of tickets. Most states have laws which 
prevent the sale of tickets for more than the face value of the 
ticket unless the Seller has the consent of the event sponsor. 
To Sell the ticket above face value, it is impractical for an 
individual Seller to attempt to obtain permission from an 
event sponsor prior to Selling a ticket. Because an event 
Sponsor makes no money on the transaction, it has very little 
incentive to grant consent. 
0006. In a few other states laws allow a ticket broker to 
Sell tickets at a price above the face value of the ticket, but 
not buy tickets above face value. Therefore, ticket brokers 
must obtain a ticket at the face value from the event sponsor 
and resell the ticket at a higher price. The ticket broker is 
Violating the law if he purchases the ticket at a higher value 
from someone who is not a ticket broker. Finally, the ticker 
broker must still physically transfer the ticket to the buyer. 
0007. The present invention is a system and method 
which provides a legal, efficient way to transfer the right to 
attend an event at the market value of that right and to 
determine the market value. The present invention elimi 
nates the disadvantages of the prior art. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. The present disclosure provides a method of elec 
tronically exchanging tickets for an event in a Secondary 
market from ticket Sellers to ticket buyers located at remote 
terminals. The method comprises associating the tickets 
with authentication data of the ticket Seller, receiving from 
ticket Sellers electronic asks comprising an ask quantity and 
an ask price, receiving from a ticket buyer an electronic bid 
comprising a bid quantity and a bid price, comparing the bid 
to the asks, completing a transfer of the tickets when the bid 
price equals the ask price and the ask quantity is equal to or 
greater than the bid quantity, and reasSociating the tickets 
with authentication data of the ticket buyer. Also disclosed 
is a System for performing the method. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0009 FIG. 1 is a diagram of the system according to an 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0010 FIG. 2 is a diagram of a data center according to 
an embodiment of the present invention; 
0011 FIG. 3 is a diagram of a venue according to an 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0012 FIG. 4 is a flow chart describing the steps of an 
embodiment of the present invention; and 
0013 FIG. 5 is a flow chart describing the steps of an 
embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

0014 While this invention is susceptible of embodiment 
in many different forms, there is shown in the drawings and 
will herein be described in detail preferred embodiments of 
the invention with the understanding that the present dis 
closure is to be considered as an exemplification of the 
principles of the invention and is not intended to limit the 
broad aspect of the invention to the embodiments illustrated. 
0.015 Referring to FIG. 1, the system architecture of the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention is imple 
mented in three types of locations: a data center 2, a plurality 
of venues 4, and a plurality of terminals 6. The data center 
2 is in communication with each venue 4 and each terminal 
6 through the Internet or any Wireless Application 8. The 
terminals 6 can be any device through which a user can 
access a website, for example: a personal computer, a 
personal digital assistant, an Internet-through-television 
device, or any type of many available wireleSS devices 
available in the market. 

0016 Referring to FIG. 2, the data center 2 preferably 
comprises database Servers 10, Web Servers 12, a load 
balancing router 14 and a firewall 16 connected to the 
Internet 8. The firewall 15 receives messages from the 
Internet 8 and forwards the messages to the load balancing 
router 14 and likewise receives messages from the load 
balancing router 14 and forwards them to the Internet 8. The 
firewall 16 preferably performs a number of filtering func 
tions and network address translation in order to Safeguard 
the data center 2 from unauthorized access. The firewall 16 
also preferably encrypts the messages using known public 
key/private key encryption methods. The load balancing 
router 14 forwards messages received from the firewall 16 
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and forwards the messages to one of the plurality of web 
servers 12. The load balancing router 14 also forwards 
messages received from the web servers 12 to the firewall 
16. In this manner, the load balancing router 14 distributes 
tasks to be performed to one of the plurality of web servers 
12 in order to distribute processing demands. The web 
servers 12 access the database servers 10 to retrieve and 
Store information in response to received messages from the 
terminals 6 and transmits reply messages to the terminals 6. 
The database servers 10 store data tables which contain 
information about various venues, events, ticket resources, 
user roles, ticket Status, ticket holders and ticket bidders, as 
will be explained in greater detail below. 

0017 Referring to FIG. 3, within each venue 4 are a 
plurality of turnstiles 18, a venue database server 20 and 
venue firewall 22 connected to the Internet 8 for communi 
cating to the data center 2. The turnstile 18 of the venue 4 
comprises an authentication reader 24, a printer 26, a 
network connection 28, a display 29 and a processor 31. The 
authentication reader 24 is preferably a magnetic card 
reader. However, other types of cards may be used, Such as 
cards incorporating Single- or multi-dimensional bar codes 
or wireleSS methods of communication, without departing 
from the scope of the present invention. The network 
connection 28 allows the turnstile 18 to communicate with 
the venue database server 20 in order to provide information 
about the card being Scanned and to receive information 
about whether to grant or deny entry to the venue 4. The 
turnstile 18 preferably is a compact unit which runs from 
embedded Software within the turnstile or from a server 
locates on site or remotely 18. While the turnstile 18 is 
described as being connected with the venue database Server 
20 with a wire, one of ordinary skill in the art can easily 
recognize that communication between the turnstile and 
database Server can be implemented by radio frequency, 
optical communication or any other method of wireleSS 
communication without departing from the Scope of the 
present invention. The venue database Server 20 maintains a 
record of the tickets have been Sold, the ticket holders have 
passed through the turnstile 18 and which ticket holders 
have not yet arrived. The database server is preferably a 
computer running UNIX, Windows NT, Java or Sparc and 
having an Oracle, Informix, Sysbase or SQL Server data 
base. 

0.018. In order to implement the present invention, an end 
user can access the data center 2 by using a Standard web 
browser on the terminal 6. However, non-Standard, custom 
Software can also be implemented or web browser software 
on a wireleSS device, Such as a personal digital assistant. 
Terminals 6 can log into the data center 2 to view events 
which will take place in the future, purchase tickets in the 
primary market from the event Sponsor, offer tickets for Sale 
in the Secondary market, purchase tickets in the Secondary 
market and purchase merchandise or Services related to the 
event. When the user has entered the appropriate address of 
a desired data center 2, e.g., an on-line ticketing Web page, 
the user can view a calender of events to Search for a desired 
event or choose a venue to see what events will be appearing 
at the venue in the future. After Selecting an event which the 
user desires to attend, the user may purchase tickets for the 
event from the event sponsor. Additional products and 
Services can also be offered at the time of ticket Sales. After 
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the ticket is sold and before the time of the event, the ticket 
can be transferred by the ticket owner to Subsequent ticket 
buyer. 

0019 Referring to FIG.4, the ticket has a determined life 
cycle which is tracked by the System of the present inven 
tion. The steps of the life cycle are: ticket setup 100, primary 
market 102 and secondary market 104. In the ticket setup 
step the ticket is assigned a venue 106, an event 108 and 
ticket pricing rules 110 are associated with the ticket. 
Additionally, brokerS may be assigned to the ticket 112 in 
order to transfer the ticket in a multi-broker environment. In 
the primary market step 114 the ticket is offered for sale. If 
the ticket is sold 116, the ticket becomes an “owned 
ticket'118. If the ticket is used 120 by the person it is sold 
to, the patron is allowed to enter the event 122 and the tickets 
life cycle ends in the primary market. If the ticket is not Sold 
before the time of the event 124, the ticket's life cycle ends 
having been unsold in the primary market. 
0020. If the ticket is not used in the primary market, it 
may be traded in the secondary market 126. There is no limit 
how many times the ticket may be traded in the Secondary 
market before the time of event. Many options are available 
for Sales of tickets in the primary and Secondary market. 
Sales of tickets can be made using traditional methods, Such 
as by offering a ticket for a fixed price or a Scaled price (i.e. 
Student and Senior citizen discounts). Tickets can also be 
offered using a non-traditional format Such as in an auction 
type format, a reverse auction-type format or in an 
eXchange-type format. In an auction-type format, event 
Sponsors can place groups of tickets on Sale and Sell them to 
highest bidder after a fixed period of time. Many different 
options are available for the auction-type format, Such as 
allowing users to place bids for groups of tickets. If the 
user's bid cannot be Satisfied at the present price for all Seats, 
the bid fails. Alternatively users can place a bid for which, 
if the bid cannot be fulfilled for the quantity of seats of the 
bid, the number of seats in the bid is reduced. Any other 
variations which can be considered. Using the auction type 
format, the event Sponsor realizes the maximum profit for 
the event because tickets are Sold for their true market value. 
A reverse auction type format is Similar to an auction-type 
format with the caveat that the event sponsor “bids' to sell 
the ticket rather than users bidding for the right to buy the 
ticket. 

0021. In an exchange type format, tickets are sold in the 
primary market by event Sponsors who advertise an ask 
price for a particular ticket. At the same time, users advertise 
a bid price in order to purchase a particular ticket in a 
particular Section of the venue. Both the ask price and the bid 
price remain valid for a particular period of time. If the ask 
price advertised by event sponsors is higher than the bid 
price advertised by any particular user, no ticket is Sold. 
However, the moment a bid price equals an ask price, a Sale 
of a ticket is made. Additionally, bids can specify quantities 
of contiguous Seats as well as a bid price. In a like manner, 
event sponsors can Specify quantities of contiguous Seats 
along with the ask price. An event sponsor may wish to 
Specify a minimum number of contiguous tickets to prevent 
large blocks of Seats from being broken up or to force the 
Sale of an exact number of number of Seats in order to 
prevent a single Seat in a block from block from being 
unsold (i.e. to prevent Selling two seats of a block of three 
unsold Seats). An event sponsor may wish to specify a 
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maximum number of seats in order to prevent When a user's 
bid price equals and quantity of Seats for an event equals a 
Sponsors ask price and is within the sponsor's minimum 
and maximum quantity of Seats, a Sale is made. Therefore, 
the main difference between an auction type format or a 
reverse auction-type format is that Sales are made instanta 
neously when a bid price equals an ask price for a ticket. 

0022. Alternatively, for different classes of seating at the 
venue, a combination of Sales formats can be implemented. 
For example, for a Sporting event, Seats which have the best 
View, Such as box Seats and luxury boxes, an event sponsor 
can implement a non-traditional format which seeks to 
Secure the highest market price and implement a traditional 
format of ticket Sales for the remaining Seats. Also, tickets 
may be Sold in the primary market by a particular method 
and Sold in the Secondary market by another method. Tickets 
may also be Sold in the primary market by one method and 
Sold in the Secondary market by one of multiple available 
methods. 

0023. During the step of offering the ticket 126, a price is 
asSociated with the ticket. Depending on the format the price 
has a different significance. For example, the price may be 
a first bid price or, in an exchange type format, the price may 
be an ask price. Next bids are placed on the ticket 128 until 
the ticket is sold 130. If the ticket is sold the ticket is now 
owned by the new buyer 132 who may use the ticket and 
enter the event 136 or offer the ticket for resale 126. If the 
ticket remains unsold 138, the ticket may be used in the 
primary market 120. Additionally, unsolicited bids can be 
placed for a ticket. Anyone Seeking to buy a ticket can 
Specify the price at which he or she is willing to buy and wait 
to see if a ticket owner is willing to Sell at that price. 

0024. Each time a ticket is transferred new ownership 
information is associated with the ticket. Ownership infor 
mation could be credit card numbers used to purchase the 
ticket, a cell phone number, a digital encryption on a 
personal digital assistant, or a Single- or multi-dimensional 
bar code. The two dimensional bar code can be printed by 
the user in order to provide a physical indication of ticket 
ownership. In order to provide an incentive for event spon 
Sors to grant permission to Sell the tickets in the Secondary 
market, the present System provides that for Sales in the 
Secondary market the event sponsor will receive a royalty. 
Royalties can be a flat fee or a fee based on the Sales price 
of the ticket in the Secondary market. 

0.025 Referring to FIG. 5, upon arriving at the venue to 
attend an event, the ticket owner authenticates himself to the 
event sponsor in order to gain entry to the venue. Authen 
tication can occur in a variety of ways including infra-red 
wireleSS Scanning. In one example, the ticket owner Slides 
the credit card 200 associated with the ticket through the 
authentication reader 24 on a turnstile 18. Alternative meth 
ods for authentication could be implemented Such as bar 
coded authentication tickets, as described above. If the 
authentication reader 24 unsuccessfully Scans the authenti 
cation 202, the reader signals the display 204 to indicate that 
the authentication was not successfully scanned 206. If the 
authentication is Successfully Scanned the reader queries the 
venue database server 20 the determine whether the ticket is 
valid 210. If the ticket is not valid, the venue database server 
20 returns an error 212 and the display is signaled 204 and 
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message displayed 206. If the ticket is valid, the venue 
database Server 20 returns a message indicating the ticket is 
valid 214. 

0026. Next, the venue database server 20 marks the ticket 
as used 216 within the database and signals the printer 26 to 
print a receipt 216 and the printer responds by printing a 
receipt 218. The authentication reader 24 also releases the 
turnstile 18 (step 222) and signals the display 223 which 
displays a message 225. Next, the ticket owner passes 
through the turnstile 224 to allow the ticket owner to enter 
the venue 4. 

0027. In order to implement the present system, user 
roles are implemented, Such as: venue management, event 
management, event marketing, ticket owner, ticket buyer 
and administration. The roles may interact with the System 
in order to fulfill necessary tasks by either using terminals 6 
connected via the Internet 8 or directly to the data center 2 
or venue 4. A user fulfilling a venue management role can 
enter information regarding the venue Such as Seating charts, 
directions to the venue and entrance gate information. A user 
fulfilling an event management role can enter information 
about an event to take place at the venue, Such as the name, 
time, date, Seating configuration of the venue, ticket pricing 
for the event and merchandise to be offered to ticket pur 
chasers. A user fulfilling an event marketing role can enter 
information pertaining to products and Services that are 
offered to users upon offer or completion of a ticket Sale. A 
user fulfilling the role of a ticket owner can enter informa 
tion regarding the price (first auction bid or ask price, as 
appropriate) and identity of the ticket or tickets. A user 
fulfilling the role of ticket buyer can enter information 
regarding the quantity and price (an "auction bid” price or an 
“exchange bid,” as appropriate). A user fulfilling the role of 
administrator preferably has the rights of all roles and any 
additional task necessary for maintenance of the System. 
0028. While the specific embodiments have been illus 
trated and described, numerous modifications come to mind 
without Significantly departing from the Spirit of the inven 
tion and the Scope of protection is only limited by the Scope 
of the accompanying claims. 

1-20. (Canceled). 
21. A method for generating a paperleSS ticket to an event, 

Said method comprising: 
determining pricing rules for a paperleSS ticket to an 

event, 

asSociating Said paperleSS ticket with authentication data 
from a buyer, and 

creating a record of Said authentication data for use in 
granting access to Said event upon verification of Said 
authentication data. 

22. The method of claim 21, further comprising granting 
access to Said event upon presentation of Said paperleSS 
ticket and Said authentication data. 

23. The method of claim 21, further comprising allowing 
redistribution of Said paperleSS ticket on a Secondary market. 

24. The method of claim 21, further comprising generat 
ing Verification of Said paperleSS ticket upon access to Said 
eVent. 

25. The method of claim 21, further comprising varying 
Said pricing rules based on at least one criterion. 
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26. A System for providing a paperleSS ticket to an event, 
Said System comprising: 

pricing rules associated with an event; 
a paperleSS ticket assigned to Said event based on Said 

pricing rules, 
authentication data associated with a buyer of Said paper 

leSS ticket; and 
a database for Storing Said authentication data for use in 

Verification of access to Said event based on Said 
authentication data. 

27. The System of claim 26, further comprising an acceSS 
device allowing access to Said event based on Said authen 
tication data. 

28. The system of claim 26, wherein said authentication 
data comprises at least one of credit card information, debit 
card information, bank card information, drivers license 
information, membership information, identification infor 
mation, and Signal information. 

29. The system of claim 26, further comprising a verifi 
cation of Said paperleSS ticket. 

30. The system of claim 26, further comprising a website 
offering Said paperleSS ticket for Sale. 

31. The System of claim 26, wherein Said pricing rules 
comprise varied pricing rules that may be varied based on at 
least one criterion. 

32. The system of claim 26, wherein said database is 
located on at least one computer System configured to Sell 
Said paperleSS ticket and to facilitate access to Said event 
upon presentation of Said paperleSS ticket and Said authen 
tication data. 

33. The system of claim 32, wherein said at least one 
computer allows redistribution of Said paperleSS ticket on a 
Secondary market. 

34. A method for Selling electronic tickets to an event, Said 
method comprising: 

establishing pricing rules for tickets to an event; 
asSociating authentication data for a buyer with an elec 

tronic ticket Sold for Said event according to Said 
pricing rules, 
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creating an electronic record including Said authentication 
data for Said electronic ticket, Said electronic record 
capable of use in Verifying access to Said event, 
wherein Said authentication data in Said electronic 
record may be modified to reflect a transfer of said 
electronic ticket between Said buyer and a Second 
buyer. 

35. The method of claim 34, further comprising granting 
access to Said event upon presentation of Said electronic 
ticket and Said authentication data. 

36. The method of claim 34, further comprising allowing 
redistribution of Said electronic ticket on a Secondary mar 
ket. 

37. The method of claim 34, further comprising generat 
ing verification of Said electronic ticket upon access to Said 
eVent. 

38. The method of claim 34, further comprising varying 
Said pricing rules based on at least one criterion. 

39. The method of claim 34, further comprising selling 
Said tickets to Said event via a network. 

40. The method of claim 34, wherein said associating step 
further comprises associating at least one of credit card 
information, debit card information, bank card information, 
drivers license information, membership information, iden 
tification information, and Signal information with Said 
electronic ticket. 

41. A method for providing access to an event, Said 
method comprising: 

establishing pricing rules for access to a venue; 

asSociating authentication data for a patron with access to 
Said venue; and 

Storing Said authentication data for use in Verifying access 
to Said venue. 

42. The method of claim 41, further comprising granting 
access to Said venue upon presentation of Said authentication 
data and at least one of a paper-based and paperleSS ticket. 


